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[image: ]WE PROVIDE FIRST-RATE SUPPORT AS STANDARD
The KIX service management system is intuitive to use, but if you should have any questions or problems, our expert support team is there to help you. We promise quick response and resolution times with lasting results.
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Regardless of whether you want to expand your existing system or want to get involved with service management for the first time: We are there for you. We will document your current set-up, analyze your processes and structures, and specify your requirements. Working together with you, we will then create a customized and transparent service concept.
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The future
We are passionate about KIX and are committed to taking it to the next level. We have set ourselves ambitious goals and are continuously working to improve KIX. Our roadmap provides a complete overview of the planned maintenance and support timeframe for our products.

Roadmap›
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Which systems, databases, and browsers are compatible with KIX?
 Find out here, and download source code and repositories.
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Manuals, change logs, migration
Our documentation area contains a variety of documents with detailed information about our products and services.
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Bug tracker, manuals, change logs, migration
Our documentation area contains a variety of documents with detailed information about our products and services.
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Contact










Name
*

Email address
*

Message
*

 I consent to the storage of the electronic data provided for the purpose of processing my enquiry. I have been informed that I can revoke my consent at any time. In the event of a revocation, my data will be deleted. My data will not be passed on to third parties.You can find the complete privacy policy here.
*


The mandatory fields marked with "*" are essential for contacting us.
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